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Over the years, startling evidence has been uncovered, challenging established notions of the

origins of life on Earthâ€”evidence that suggests the existence of an advanced group of

extraterrestrials who once inhabited our world.The first book of the revolutionary Earth Chronicles

series offers indisputable documentary evidence of the existence of the mysterious planet Nibiru

and tells why its astronauts came to Earth eons ago to fashion mankind in their image.The product

of more than thirty years of meticulous research, The 12th Planet treats as fact, not myth, the tales

of Creation, the Deluge, the Tower of Babel, and the Nefilim who married the daughters of man. By

weaving together the biblical narrative with Sumerian and Babylonian clay-tablet texts, it challenges

the established notions of the origins of Earth and mankind, and offers a compelling alternative

history and prehistory of both.
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Zecharia Sitchen's The 12th Planet is the starting point on a quest that spans six books and 20

years worth of ancient aliens, genetic manipulation, and scrutiny of linguistic minutiae. If we trust

Sitchen's translation abilities, we must be prepared for the imminent return of an alien race who

created us some 300,0x00 years ago. The 12th Planet is perhaps the best written of Sitchin's Earth

Chronicles series; full of example after example of ancient Sumerian passages, astronomical

observations, archaeological finds, and technological coincidences supporting his theories. The

price we pay for all this evidence is a bit of a dry read at times, but the ideas Sitchin proposes are



more than scintillating enough to make up for the overtly scholastic tone of his text. --Brian

Patterson --This text refers to the Hardcover edition.

â€œExciting...credible...A radical new theory..Provacative and compelling.â€• (Library

Journal)â€œOne of the most important books on Earthâ€™s roots ever written.â€• (East-West

Magazine)â€œHeavyweight scholarship...Now a recognized scholar has come forth with a theory

that is the most astonishing of all.â€• (United Press International)

I never got any answers in Sunday school. I never got answers from history books. I could never

reconcile the "established" line that everyone seemed to tow. With all the questions that each

answer kept producing, nothing seemed to satisfy. Why, oh why, did it take so long for me to learn

about this book? This series. I agree with absolutely everything in the series. Finally someone who

was willing to look beyond what we were always told with that tired line: "You have to have faith." It's

not a series that denies everyone's faith for even the Anunnaki believed in a higher power, after all,

who made them? Who seeded the Universe? So let go of that and open your eyes and minds to the

fact that we were created from an existing species and that the Bible is actually a road map if you

stop thinking about it in terms of "one god". A higher power I'm willing to concede - but multiple

"gods" were at the beginning of our history and THEY caused the wars and troubles between men

and cities by using us like chess pieces. Since we have the Nefilim's (Anunnaki's) DNA in us, that

explains why we are vain and fight and disagree over everything because they definitely did. And

they thought we were less/lower than them, because they created us and they treated us

accordingly. Enki, one of the Nefilim (and one of the trio who actually created us) came to love us

and tried to fight for us on several occasions (read the series to learn more) but was often over-ruled

by their King, the heir-to-their-throne and their council. Are they coming back? I believe so, but the

question comes up: Whose side will they be on?

I can't look at any other history books about ancient Sumeria the same after reading The 12th

Planet. At first the whole "new planet" thing was a real turn-off and that is why it took me so long to

actually get the book. But once I read the theory it makes some sense. At the very least, his theory

really can't be proven FALSE. Maybe he can't prove it to be true either, but in science you don't

prove a hypothesis, you disprove it...if it stands up over many tests, it is considered to be true until it

isn't. That's pretty much how science works. Since ALL HISTORY is subjective, this version is no

more or less valid that any other work.This book was not difficult for me to read at all, but I am a



scientist. Which leads me to some of the genetics mentioned in the text. I was cringing, just waiting

for him to get some small part wrong, after all - his theory is decades old now and hypothesized long

before we had even sequences the genome, but his stuff is pretty solid. Of course, he could not

expand on anything if it wasn't written down, and the ancient Sumerian language, or at least the

translation from the ancient language (and clay images) to our modern one, is rife with hidden

meaning and descriptions. So there are no details.I picked this book up to research for another

publication, and it was definitely a fun ride into the past! Unfortunately, Sitchen's take on stuff has

really soured me to the dry and boring "mainstream" interpretations of the Sumerians, like S.N.

Kramer's book - which is sitting next to me right now and I will still use as a reference, but I have no

interest in the "safe" version of ancient Sumerian history. Give me a pioneer any day.As far as those

who think you have to suspend reality to consider the theories presented here, they are just

closed-minded. There is nothing earth-shattering here...if you still believe we're alone in the

universe, well that's a hypothesis which requires the suspension of reality - not the belief in life

beyond our small blue marble.

There is a great deal in this book that 'I' had a difficult time to digest. However, I breezed through

the 400 plus pages in less than a week while on vacation in Mexico. Mr. Sitchin (like most of us who

write) apparently left no stone unturned, and that is what created some problems for me. Because

he came across an ancient carving of a 'supposed astronaut' wearing some sort of bracelet with 24

(I believe that was the number) stones on it the writer tries to make the case that each stone

represents all the planets including our moon, the twelfth planet, Nefilim, and other moons larger

than 100 miles in circumference. Well, without doing the research I believe that there are many

more moons in our solar system that qualify as being larger than that. Regardless, the book is well

worth the time. I for one have often thought as I've stood before some of the world's many ancient

structures, "Modern man does not have the equipment to build something this magnificent! He must

have had help from a far more intelligent source!"

This book is so loaded with profound research and archeological discoveries that it will knock you

out.Try to argue with ancient writing tablets with a detailed presentation of the structure of our

universe and the twelve planets that reside there. Try to argue with Old Testament scriptures that

lock into a rational study of a diagram of orbits unknown to the modern world but practically

accepted B.C. Enjoy this Hebrew scholar's rich understanding of a language foreign to us all until

modern digs gave up many details that complete a believable picture of gods who flew to Earth and



back to Heaven.Of Man the Slave and Adam created long after another superior race was already

formed from Nibiru.Meet extraterrestrials who brought advanced civilization we knew nothing

about.We were not the first ones on Earth and this will prove it with a rich bibliography of consenting

contributors of brilliant languages.
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